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Reading free Extensive reading activities for teaching
language assets (PDF)
the importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not
enough it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy
what they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for
reading comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable
texts that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the passages begin in year 1 with
simple picture comprehension they gradually increase in difficulty as you progress though the book and through the
series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and use a range of strategies for decoding
the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more open ended questions enabling the reader
to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide a wealth of ideas for extending the
passages further and are ideal for fast finishers the brilliant activities for reading comprehension series provides
an invaluable resource for assessing pupils progress in reading while helping them to develop their love of reading
at the same time this is the ebook of the printed book and may not include any media website access codes or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound book literature based reading activities engaging students with
literary and informational text is the ideal resource for pre service and in service teachers looking for practical
help and exciting classroom activities for ensuring all students have successful interactions with literature brief
and inexpensive it is widely appreciated for its numerous activities unique discussions of the theoretical and
research bases supporting all of the activities and the variety of grade levels and genres covered the activities are
useful with a wide range of texts and the guidelines show readers how to be effective decision makers as they plan
literature instruction for the culturally linguistically and academically diverse k 8 students in today s classrooms
this new edition includes updated information about sharing literature in the context of today s classrooms new
activities for supporting students interactions with literature numerous new examples of children s literature many
of them recent award winners updated discussions of research on recent studies and major reports a new feature take
five or take ten ideas and suggestions for using literature in the content areas 11 new activities for expanding
teachers repertoires for engaging students with literature increased attention to using technology to support
students interactions with and responses to literature more than 80 new examples of exceptional literature a list of
websites of recommended literature including positive authentic examples of literature for diverse populations the
importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not enough
it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy what
they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for reading
comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable texts
that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages range
from newspaper articles and dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you
progress though the book and through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and
use a range of strategies to engage with the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more
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open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide
a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal for fast finishers the giant makes the team early
reading activities is a unique resource for young readers combining a humorous full length story about the giant and
his friends with skill building practice activities topics include reading comprehension sight words letters and
sounds and more in this original story the giant tries baseball gymnastics and many other sports but a baseball glove
is too small for a giant and a somersault is too hard to do can he find a sport just right for him after the story 25
fun activities based on common core standards help children understand the story and develop essential skills with
tips for parents and suggested extensions the giant makes the team early reading activities is entertaining and
educational for young readers and their families this book arose from a need to compile a number of activities that
may be used with a wide variety of literature selections in classroom settings too many teachers have spent too much
money on ditto books for individual works of literature often these ditto book provide page after page of low level
skills based one correct answer only worksheets the importance of being able to read for meaning should never be
underestimated the ability to decode text is not enough it is vital that children understand what they are reading
more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy what they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong
readers the passages in the brilliant activities for reading comprehension series are designed to do just that they
provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable texts that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s
attention as well the types of comprehension passages range from newspaper articles and dialogues to plays stories
and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you progress though the book and through the series encouraging
children to develop their ability to read for meaning and use a range of strategies to engage with the text tasks
range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a
more personal response the cross curricular activities provide a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further
and are ideal for fast finishers literature based reading activities engaging students with literary and
informational text is the ideal resource for pre service and in service teachers looking for practical help and
exciting classroom activities for ensuring all students have successful interactions with literature brief and
inexpensive it is widely appreciated for its numerous activities unique discussions of the theoretical and research
bases supporting all of the activities and the variety of grade levels and genres covered the activities are useful
with a wide range of texts and the guidelines show readers how to be effective decision makers as they plan
literature instruction for the culturally linguistically and academically diverse k 8 students in today s classrooms
this new edition includes updated information about sharing literature in the context of today s classrooms new
activities for supporting students interactions with literature numerous new examples of children s literature many
of them recent award winners updated discussions of research on recent studies and major reports a new feature take
five or take ten ideas and suggestions for using literature in the content areas 11 new activities for expanding
teachers repertoires for engaging students with literature increased attention to using technology to support
students interactions with and responses to literature more than 80 new examples of exceptional literature a list of
websites of recommended literature including positive authentic examples of literature for diverse populations the
importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not enough
it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy what
they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for reading
comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable texts
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that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages range
from newspaper articles and dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you
progress though the book and through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and
use a range of strategies to engage with the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more
open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide
a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal for fast finishers the importance of being able to
read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not enough it is vital that children
understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy what they are reading so that
they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for reading comprehension series are
designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable texts that will grab their
attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages range from newspaper
articles and dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you progress though the
book and through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and use a range of
strategies to engage with the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more open ended
questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide a wealth of
ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal for fast finishers the importance of being able to read for
meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not enough it is vital that children understand
what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy what they are reading so that they grow up
to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for reading comprehension series are designed to
do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable texts that will grab their attention and
indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages range from newspaper articles and
dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you progress through the book and
through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and use a range of strategies to
engage with the text the passages are ideal for guided reading tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary
work to more open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal response the cross curricular
activities provide a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal for fast finishers these post
reading activities for sarah plain and tall allow students to share their understanding of characters plot and
settings of the book they have opportunities to write draw and perform based on what they ve learned help pupils
learn the key features of stories and poems and develop strategies for reading them critically activities range from
looking at descriptions of characters from classic texts and analyzing the features of good story openings to looking
at alliteration in poems and investigating humorous prose most of the activities allow for differentiation by outcome
and so may be used with the whole class where necessary children of lower ability are given more guidance and less to
do in quantity extension activities are provided for the more able reading comes alive through exhilarating
cooperative learning includes all new step by step literature based reading activities for each of two dozen
cooperative learning structures you and your students will love these fun successful reading activities includes
ready to use teacher resources and tons of great ideas publisher s web site the giant makes a splash early reading
activities is a unique resource for young readers combining a humorous full length story about the giant and his
friends with skill building practice activities topics include reading comprehension sight words letters and sounds
and more in this original story the giant wants to ride the new super slide but he is afraid of heights can the
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giantÕs friends help him face his fears and have a good time at the water park after the story 25 fun activities
based on common core standards help children understand the story and develop essential skills with tips for parents
and suggested extensions the giant makes a splash early reading activities is entertaining and educational for young
readers and their families this exciting first of its kind book helps after school staff members support literacy
development while staying faithful to the unique mission of being something other than more school the authors
explain the role of after school programs in literacy development and define aspects of literacy development the book
contains 72 fun and engaging activities for all levels of school age readers these post reading activities for holes
allow students to share their understanding of characters plot and settings of the novel they have opportunities to
write draw and perform based on what they ve learned students analyze three popular novels using key skills from the
common core close reading of the text is required to answer text dependent questions included are student pages with
the text dependent questions as well as suggested answers the reading activity handbook purposeful reading responses
to enrich your literacy programme is a comprehensive collection of reading response ideas that includes 19 photocopy
masters to support students learning it is designed for teachers at all levels of primary elementary and intermediate
middle school providing students with opportunities to engage in purposeful reading responses has many benefits
including allowing teachers to work with individuals and small groups creating opportunities to observe and monitor
students comprehension providing authentic reading writing talking and creative experiences for students and
producing quality work that students value the responses in this book will benefit your students by providing
opportunities for student choice which increases student motivation and engagement deepening levels of comprehension
by requiring them to return to the text for different purposes enabling them to make personal connections with
literature and developing independence and positive self image as a reader the reading activity handbook purposeful
reading responses to enrich your literacy programme is an essential reference to teachers when planning literacy
sessions sheena cameron facilitates professional learning in the following areas reading activities reading
comprehension strategies and classroom environment and display containing more than 50 engaging activities based on
proven techniques from a teacher who knows this resource can effectively teach young children to read a clear and
concise guide to teaching reading strategies to young learners instill a love of books and reading in children even
before they have entirely mastered reading skills everything you need to start a fun packed weekly book club at your
school or library is included detailed instructions for planning and conducting the meetings book summaries lists of
discussion questions reproducible activity sheets even snack suggestions sixteen ready to use book club sessions are
right at your fingertips it s never too early to get kids hooked on reading this guide makes it easy for you and the
children an invaluable resource for children s librarians media specialists teachers day care providers and parents a
resource for teachers and parents who don t have a background in teaching reading the book is filled with step by
step reading activities for pre readers early readers advanced readers and children who are struggling to learn to
read includes recommendations on both print and online resources that help teach children how to read these post
reading activities for the giver allow students to share their understanding of characters plot and settings of the
novel they have opportunities to write draw and perform based on what they ve learned for grades 1 5 this workbook
series focuses on improving reading skills and includes activities for use during after school programs or at home
allows students to practice reading while having fun and includes games puzzles and reproducible worksheets beth
mcguire provides librarians and teachers with reproducible activities to encourage students to think about discuss
and provide a purpose for reading star reviewed and award winning literature while practicing their comprehension
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strategies this lively collection of over 100 classroom activities allows teachers to exploit fully the language
learning potential of extensive reading the activities contributed by teachers who have used them successfully in
classrooms all over the world introduce extensive reading to students and link it with the rest of the language
curriculum here is a wealth of ideas for encouraging students to read and for using students reading experiences for
further language practice and learning these creative and enjoyable speaking listening role play reading writing and
vocabulary activities are suitable for students of all ages and levels each activity is clearly explained together
with a personal note from its author this is a handbook for teachers of general language courses or grammar listening
speaking writing or reading courses it is written for teachers both non native and native speaking and for teachers
both novice and experienced it will also be of interest to teacher educators for grades 1 5 this workbook series
focuses on improving reading skills and includes activities for use during after school programs or at home allows
students to practice reading while having fun and includes games puzzles and reproducible worksheets these post
reading activities for henry and mudge the first book allow students to share their understanding of the characters
plots and settings of the book they have opportunities to write draw and perform based on what they ve learned



Brilliant Activities for Reading Comprehension, Year 1 2012-10
the importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not
enough it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy
what they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for
reading comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable
texts that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the passages begin in year 1 with
simple picture comprehension they gradually increase in difficulty as you progress though the book and through the
series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and use a range of strategies for decoding
the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more open ended questions enabling the reader
to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide a wealth of ideas for extending the
passages further and are ideal for fast finishers the brilliant activities for reading comprehension series provides
an invaluable resource for assessing pupils progress in reading while helping them to develop their love of reading
at the same time

Literature-Based Reading Activities 2013-04-25
this is the ebook of the printed book and may not include any media website access codes or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book literature based reading activities engaging students with literary and
informational text is the ideal resource for pre service and in service teachers looking for practical help and
exciting classroom activities for ensuring all students have successful interactions with literature brief and
inexpensive it is widely appreciated for its numerous activities unique discussions of the theoretical and research
bases supporting all of the activities and the variety of grade levels and genres covered the activities are useful
with a wide range of texts and the guidelines show readers how to be effective decision makers as they plan
literature instruction for the culturally linguistically and academically diverse k 8 students in today s classrooms
this new edition includes updated information about sharing literature in the context of today s classrooms new
activities for supporting students interactions with literature numerous new examples of children s literature many
of them recent award winners updated discussions of research on recent studies and major reports a new feature take
five or take ten ideas and suggestions for using literature in the content areas 11 new activities for expanding
teachers repertoires for engaging students with literature increased attention to using technology to support
students interactions with and responses to literature more than 80 new examples of exceptional literature a list of
websites of recommended literature including positive authentic examples of literature for diverse populations

Brilliant Activities for Reading Comprehension Year 3 2015-12-02
the importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not
enough it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy
what they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for



reading comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable
texts that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages
range from newspaper articles and dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you
progress though the book and through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and
use a range of strategies to engage with the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more
open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide
a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal for fast finishers

Giant Makes the Team: Early Reading Activities, Grade K 2013-09-01
the giant makes the team early reading activities is a unique resource for young readers combining a humorous full
length story about the giant and his friends with skill building practice activities topics include reading
comprehension sight words letters and sounds and more in this original story the giant tries baseball gymnastics and
many other sports but a baseball glove is too small for a giant and a somersault is too hard to do can he find a
sport just right for him after the story 25 fun activities based on common core standards help children understand
the story and develop essential skills with tips for parents and suggested extensions the giant makes the team early
reading activities is entertaining and educational for young readers and their families

Literature-based Reading Activities 1996
this book arose from a need to compile a number of activities that may be used with a wide variety of literature
selections in classroom settings too many teachers have spent too much money on ditto books for individual works of
literature often these ditto book provide page after page of low level skills based one correct answer only
worksheets

Brilliant Activities for Reading Comprehension, Year 5 2012-10
the importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not
enough it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy
what they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for
reading comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable
texts that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages
range from newspaper articles and dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you
progress though the book and through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and
use a range of strategies to engage with the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more
open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide
a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal for fast finishers



Literature-Based Reading Activities 2013-09-20
literature based reading activities engaging students with literary and informational text is the ideal resource for
pre service and in service teachers looking for practical help and exciting classroom activities for ensuring all
students have successful interactions with literature brief and inexpensive it is widely appreciated for its numerous
activities unique discussions of the theoretical and research bases supporting all of the activities and the variety
of grade levels and genres covered the activities are useful with a wide range of texts and the guidelines show
readers how to be effective decision makers as they plan literature instruction for the culturally linguistically and
academically diverse k 8 students in today s classrooms this new edition includes updated information about sharing
literature in the context of today s classrooms new activities for supporting students interactions with literature
numerous new examples of children s literature many of them recent award winners updated discussions of research on
recent studies and major reports a new feature take five or take ten ideas and suggestions for using literature in
the content areas 11 new activities for expanding teachers repertoires for engaging students with literature
increased attention to using technology to support students interactions with and responses to literature more than
80 new examples of exceptional literature a list of websites of recommended literature including positive authentic
examples of literature for diverse populations

Brilliant Activities for Reading Comprehension Year 2 2015-12-02
the importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not
enough it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy
what they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for
reading comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable
texts that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages
range from newspaper articles and dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you
progress though the book and through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and
use a range of strategies to engage with the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more
open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide
a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal for fast finishers

Brilliant Activities for Reading Comprehension Year 4 2015-12-02
the importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not
enough it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy
what they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for
reading comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable
texts that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages
range from newspaper articles and dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you



progress though the book and through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning and
use a range of strategies to engage with the text tasks range from simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more
open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal response the cross curricular activities provide
a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal for fast finishers

Reading Activities for Child Involvement 1976
the importance of being able to read for meaning should never be underestimated the ability to decode text is not
enough it is vital that children understand what they are reading more importantly it is fundamental that they enjoy
what they are reading so that they grow up to become lifelong readers the passages in the brilliant activities for
reading comprehension series are designed to do just that they provide children with a variety of engaging enjoyable
texts that will grab their attention and indeed their teacher s attention as well the types of comprehension passages
range from newspaper articles and dialogues to plays stories and poems they gradually increase in difficulty as you
progress through the book and through the series encouraging children to develop their ability to read for meaning
and use a range of strategies to engage with the text the passages are ideal for guided reading tasks range from
simple factual recall and vocabulary work to more open ended questions enabling the reader to provide a more personal
response the cross curricular activities provide a wealth of ideas for extending the passages further and are ideal
for fast finishers

Brilliant Activities for Reading Comprehension Year 6 2015-12-07
these post reading activities for sarah plain and tall allow students to share their understanding of characters plot
and settings of the book they have opportunities to write draw and perform based on what they ve learned

Structuring Reading Activities for English Classes 1976
help pupils learn the key features of stories and poems and develop strategies for reading them critically activities
range from looking at descriptions of characters from classic texts and analyzing the features of good story openings
to looking at alliteration in poems and investigating humorous prose most of the activities allow for differentiation
by outcome and so may be used with the whole class where necessary children of lower ability are given more guidance
and less to do in quantity extension activities are provided for the more able

Teacher's Treasury of Classroom Reading Activities 1979
reading comes alive through exhilarating cooperative learning includes all new step by step literature based reading
activities for each of two dozen cooperative learning structures you and your students will love these fun successful
reading activities includes ready to use teacher resources and tons of great ideas publisher s web site



Learning Activities for Reading 1977
the giant makes a splash early reading activities is a unique resource for young readers combining a humorous full
length story about the giant and his friends with skill building practice activities topics include reading
comprehension sight words letters and sounds and more in this original story the giant wants to ride the new super
slide but he is afraid of heights can the giantÕs friends help him face his fears and have a good time at the water
park after the story 25 fun activities based on common core standards help children understand the story and develop
essential skills with tips for parents and suggested extensions the giant makes a splash early reading activities is
entertaining and educational for young readers and their families

School-home Links Reading Kit: Kindergarten activities 1999
this exciting first of its kind book helps after school staff members support literacy development while staying
faithful to the unique mission of being something other than more school the authors explain the role of after school
programs in literacy development and define aspects of literacy development the book contains 72 fun and engaging
activities for all levels of school age readers

Burns Rdg ACT Elem Schools 1979-01-01
these post reading activities for holes allow students to share their understanding of characters plot and settings
of the novel they have opportunities to write draw and perform based on what they ve learned

Sarah, Plain and Tall Post-Reading Activities 2014-01-01
students analyze three popular novels using key skills from the common core close reading of the text is required to
answer text dependent questions included are student pages with the text dependent questions as well as suggested
answers

Brilliant Activities for Reading Fiction 2010-11-30
the reading activity handbook purposeful reading responses to enrich your literacy programme is a comprehensive
collection of reading response ideas that includes 19 photocopy masters to support students learning it is designed
for teachers at all levels of primary elementary and intermediate middle school providing students with opportunities
to engage in purposeful reading responses has many benefits including allowing teachers to work with individuals and
small groups creating opportunities to observe and monitor students comprehension providing authentic reading writing
talking and creative experiences for students and producing quality work that students value the responses in this
book will benefit your students by providing opportunities for student choice which increases student motivation and
engagement deepening levels of comprehension by requiring them to return to the text for different purposes enabling



them to make personal connections with literature and developing independence and positive self image as a reader the
reading activity handbook purposeful reading responses to enrich your literacy programme is an essential reference to
teachers when planning literacy sessions sheena cameron facilitates professional learning in the following areas
reading activities reading comprehension strategies and classroom environment and display

Cooperative Learning Reading Activities 2021
containing more than 50 engaging activities based on proven techniques from a teacher who knows this resource can
effectively teach young children to read

Giant Makes a Splash: Early Reading Activities, Grade K 2013-09-01
a clear and concise guide to teaching reading strategies to young learners

Fun Literacy Activities for After-school Programs 2004
instill a love of books and reading in children even before they have entirely mastered reading skills everything you
need to start a fun packed weekly book club at your school or library is included detailed instructions for planning
and conducting the meetings book summaries lists of discussion questions reproducible activity sheets even snack
suggestions sixteen ready to use book club sessions are right at your fingertips it s never too early to get kids
hooked on reading this guide makes it easy for you and the children an invaluable resource for children s librarians
media specialists teachers day care providers and parents

Holes Post-Reading Activities 2014-04-01
a resource for teachers and parents who don t have a background in teaching reading the book is filled with step by
step reading activities for pre readers early readers advanced readers and children who are struggling to learn to
read includes recommendations on both print and online resources that help teach children how to read

Reading activities 1983
these post reading activities for the giver allow students to share their understanding of characters plot and
settings of the novel they have opportunities to write draw and perform based on what they ve learned

Close Reading Literature Activities for Grades 9-12 2014-06-01
for grades 1 5 this workbook series focuses on improving reading skills and includes activities for use during after
school programs or at home allows students to practice reading while having fun and includes games puzzles and



reproducible worksheets

The Reading Activity Handbook 2009
beth mcguire provides librarians and teachers with reproducible activities to encourage students to think about
discuss and provide a purpose for reading star reviewed and award winning literature while practicing their
comprehension strategies

Wow! I'm Reading! 2000-01-30
this lively collection of over 100 classroom activities allows teachers to exploit fully the language learning
potential of extensive reading the activities contributed by teachers who have used them successfully in classrooms
all over the world introduce extensive reading to students and link it with the rest of the language curriculum here
is a wealth of ideas for encouraging students to read and for using students reading experiences for further language
practice and learning these creative and enjoyable speaking listening role play reading writing and vocabulary
activities are suitable for students of all ages and levels each activity is clearly explained together with a
personal note from its author this is a handbook for teachers of general language courses or grammar listening
speaking writing or reading courses it is written for teachers both non native and native speaking and for teachers
both novice and experienced it will also be of interest to teacher educators

Reading Activities for Treat Street 1977
for grades 1 5 this workbook series focuses on improving reading skills and includes activities for use during after
school programs or at home allows students to practice reading while having fun and includes games puzzles and
reproducible worksheets

Teaching Reading Strategies in the Primary Grades 2003-04
these post reading activities for henry and mudge the first book allow students to share their understanding of the
characters plots and settings of the book they have opportunities to write draw and perform based on what they ve
learned

Reproducible Skills and Concept Ideas 1979



The Reading Corner 1977

Lesson Plans, Ideas, and Activities for Teaching Functional Reading Skills
1982

The Kids' Book Club 2001-09-15

Helping Children Learn to Read 2013-08-01

The Giver Post-Reading Activities 2014-04-01

After School Reading Activities, Grade 1 2003-04-29

Active Reading 2008-12-30

Extensive Reading Activities for Teaching Language 2004-08-16

Reading Together 1996

After School Reading Activities, Grade 5 2003-04-29

Henry and Mudge: The First Book Post-Reading Activities 2014-06-01
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